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Abstract 

From its humble beginnings in 2007, Google Street View has grown to become a global product 
available in over 50 countries, and an indispensable feature of Google Maps. It is the result of a 
massive engineering effort by a team including software engineers, product managers, optical 
designers, mechanical engineers, UI designers, computer vision scientists, operations experts, and 
scores of others. The initial vision for Street View was provided by Google co-founder Larry Page: 
back in 2002, he personally collected street scene videos from his moving car in order to bootstrap 
a new research initiative focused on making street level imagery useful. Turning this initial vision 
into a product required developing major new pieces of technology, including robust data collection 
platforms (vans, cars, tricycles, snowmobiles, "trekkers", etc.), systems for computing accurate 
pose from imperfect sensors, various software components to stitch, blend, color correct and warp 
collected imagery, a number of systems to address privacy issues, and a lot more. This 
presentation will give an overview and brief history of the Street View project, and highlight some of 
the unique computer vision challenges that are keeping the engineering team busy. 
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